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l. Introduction 
J. E. LITTLEWOOD and A. C. OFFORD discussed the subject of 'pits 
behaviour' of the random integral function [l] 1). They used a family F 
of random integral functions : 
j(z) = 2 rn(t) anzn, 
n 
of finite non-zero order e, where rn(t) is Radamacher's function used here 
as a random function. 
They proved that 'almost all' for 'all' the f ofF, where F is a sub-class 
of F, show the 'pits behaviour' i.e. f is exponentially large except in pits 
of exponentially small area. Also, if D is any bounded set of a-values 
containing a= 0, then each pit of an f ofF, except for a finite number, 
contains the same number of a-values as it does zeros; thus all a-values 
behave alike. 
They proved that the distribution of the 'pits' in the z-plane for all f 
of F is the same. So this common distribution has considerable regularity. 
They proved this uniform distribution for given arguments and random 
moduli. 
We investigated in a previons paper [2], the distribution of a-values 
of the random meromorphic function g(z, t), for all possible values of a. 
Here, we investigate the subject of 'pits behaviour' of the random 
meromorphic functions. For this, we use a family G of random meromorphic 
functions: 
g(z, t) = b(z, t)jc(z, t), 
of finite non-zero order e, where b(z, t) represents a class of random integral 
functions: 
b(z, t) = 2 r2n(t) bnzn, 
n 
of finite non-zero order eb < e, and c(z, t) represents a class of random 
integral functions : 
c(z, t) = 2 r2n+l (t) cnzn 
n 
of finite non-zero order ec < f!· 
1 ) The number in square brackets refers to the reference at the end of this paper. 
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\Ve prove, in this investigation, that 'almost all' g or 'all' the functions 
g of G, where G is a sub-class of the family G, show also the 'pits behaviour' 
i.e. these functions are exponentially large except in 'pits' of exponentially 
small areas. Some of these 'pits' may be shallow. \Ve find, also, that if D 
is any bounded set of a-values containing 0, then 'almost all' g of G contains 
the same number of a-values as it does zeros, in the same 'pit'; thus all 
such a-values behave alike. 
The conceptions 'most' and 'almost all' imply a basis of probability. 
Some such bases are restrictive more than others, at one extreme both 
the moduli and the arguments of the coefficients are subject to random 
variations; at the other, one set, say, the arguments are given and only 
the moduli ar~ random. 
Throughout this investigation, the arguments are arbitrarily given and 
the moduli are random. 
We hope, later on, to reveal the behaviour of the random meromorphic 
function at its poles. 
2. Radamacher's functions 
Radamacher's functions: 
rn(t), (n=O, 1, 2, ... ) 
used here, have period 1 and are defined, in O<;t<; 1, by: 
and rn(t) = r0(2nt). 
O<t<f 
t<t<1 
t=O, f, 1 
For a 'random' choice oft in the interval (0, 1), the probability that 
rn(t) is + 1 is! and the probability that it is -1 is f. Thus the probability 
that r2n(t) is + 1 (or -1) and the probability that r2n+1(t) is + 1 (or -1) 
are independent. 
We attribute to any class of r-sequences a 'measure' equal to the (linear) 
measure of the t's of the r-sequences that represent them. The measure 
of the class of all r-sequences is 1. A class of r-sequences of measure 1 
is said to contain 'almost all' r-sequences and so on. 
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
3. It is convenient to suppose that arbitrarily small numbers E that 
occur throughout satisfy: 
E<min (1, !e). 
The family G of random meromorphic functions, used here, is the same 
family used in our previous paper [2], so the notation and the results 
mentioned in that paper are used here, when necessary. The order of the 
random meromorphic function g(z, t) is defined by: 
e =max (eb; l?c) (O<e<oo). 
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Also, e is the order of: 
g(z, t) -a. 
Moreover, e is the order of the family of random integral functions F of: 
f(z, t, a)= b(z, t) -ac(z, t). 
Therefore, the inequality of the maximum and minimum moduli of the 
integral function of finite order (!, known in function theory, can be 
applied, here, in case of all f of F. Then for lzi=R, we have: 
(3.1) exp ( -Re+e) ~ f(z, t, a)~ exp (Re+e), 
on circles of arbitrarily large radius, or on circles the centres of which 
are zeros of f(z, t, a) and of radii> R-e. 
If mb(R), mc(R) are the maximum terms in 
_2 bnR", _2 cnR" respectively, 
n n 
and Nb(R), Nc(R) are the indices of those terms respectively. 
Then by function theory, we have : 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Nb(R) ~ Reb+E ~ Re+e, and 
Nc(R) ~ Re+e. 
Since we consider m(R, a) the maximum term in case of the function 
f(z, t, a) i.e. the maximum term in 
.2 (lbnl+lallcni)Rn 
n 
and its index is N(R, a) i.e. N(R) or N for short, then 
N(R, a) = N(R) ~ Re+e. 
If m(R) is the maximum term in 
.21a,.l R", 
n 
and of index N(R), then we have: 
m(kR) = laN(kR>I (kR)N(kR> 
= kN(kR> I aN(kR> I RN(kR>. 
Since m(R) > laniR" for every value of n, then 
(3.5) m(kR) ~ kN(kR> m(R). 
Hence m(R) is an increasing function. 
If Mb(R), Mc(R) and M(R, a) are the maximum moduli of b(z, t), 
c(z, t) and f(z, t, a) respectively, then we have by lemma 1 cor. [1], the 
following inequalities: 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Mb(R) ~ Nb(R) mb(R) ~ Re+e m(R), 
Mc(R) ~ Re+e m(R) and 
M(R, a) ~ Re+e m(R, a). 
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Beside the exceptional set x, used in [2], we use here x1 to denote an 
exceptional set of the family G of measure not exceeding E, where E is 
an assigned positive number. The exceptional set x1 depends only on 
E, lbnl's and lcnl's, not on z or r. 
We put A's for positive numbers depending on lbnl's and lcnl's, and 
B's for positive numbers depending on !2· 
The operator Hq is used here, in place of Pq used in [2], when differen-
tiating with respect to a real variable. So if u· is a real variable, then: 
Dn.wU(wz)) = wn+l d(f(wz)jwn)jdw. 
Take the two sequences of positive integers {p }, {p'} of q and q' in number 
respectively, such that no p is a p', and write: 
Since the D's are commutative, then 
Also write: 
Hq,h(f(wz)) = Dp"w Dp,.w oo• DPh-I•"' DPh+l•w •oo Dp.,w(wf'(wz)) 
then 
Hqq',hh'(f(wz)) = Hq.h(Hq',h'(wf' (wz)). 
Hence we get the following important result: 
(309) 
Thus the real variable w is introduced as a device to replace complex 
functions by real functions of a real variable. For given z, both members 
of (3.9) are real functions of the real variable w. 
The sequences {p }, {p'} of positive integers, used here, are the same 
sequences of [2]. 
Results are, constantly, stated involving the hypothesis 'R;;.R0(E)', 
for suitable R0 • In proving such results, we need to rechoose R0 from 
time to time, as the argument proceeds. 
4. We put, in this section, some of the impo;rtant results of [1], which 
we need for the investigation of this paper. 
(4.1) If k;;.N(2R);;.3 and q<,kj(Elogk), then 
,L nq !ani Rn ~ exp (- !k+N(2R)) m(R), 
n~k+l 
for all R satisfying N(2R) > 3. 
(4.2) If Dn(f(x))=xn+I d(x-nf(x))jdx, and suppose f(x) is a real f function 
of the real variable x which is such that 
Hq(f(x)) = Dp, Dp, 000 Dp.(f(x)) 
is continuous and satisfies IHq(f(x))i ;;.M. 
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Then for 0 <a< x < b, there exists a set of at most q + 2 num hers y 
satisfying: 
a =Yo < Y1 < · · · Ya < Yq+1 = b, 
and for each interval 
we have: 
5. We find in this section a lower bound for f(z, t; a). Since we use 
some of the results found by LITTLEWOOD and OFFORD in [1], so we 
make use of some of their lines which are consistent with our mero-
morphic function. 
Theorem 1. Corresponding to each positive number E, there is an 
R0( E), and corresponding to E and each complex number z which satisfies 
lzi=R;;;.R0(E), there are two sets of positive integers 
(5.1) {p} = p1, p2, ••• , pq and {p'} = p;, p~, ... , p~,. 
such that q1 = q + q' < [ 4Re] and that no p or p' exceeds BRe+e. Further, 
there is an exceptional set x=x(E, z) of measure at most exp ( -:-Re). 
Corresponding now to E, z and any f of F-x, there are positive integers 
h, h' = h(z, t) and L = L(z, t), where L takes one of the two values 1 and 2, 
s~wh that 
IH qq',hh' PJt(iLf(wz, a) I ~ exp (- !R2E) m(R, a), 
for all w of the interval 1-exp (- R2e) ~ w < 1 + exp (- R2e). 
Proof: Let the sequences {p}, {p'} of (5.1) be the same sequences as 
those of the theorem of [2]. So if x is the exceptional set of measure 
exp ( -Re), then for any f of F, we have from [2] that 
suphh' IPqq',hh' (f(z, t, a)) I ~ 2 exp (- fR2e) m(R, a), 
then we can have either 
(5.2) suphh' IPJtPqq',hh' (f(z, t, a)) I~ 2+ exp ( -fR2e) m(R, a) 
or 
(5.3) sup,,, IJ'Pqq',hh' (f(z, t, a)) I~ 2' exp (- fR2e) m(R, a). 
Write 
q q' 
Kn,hh' = n 2 IT IT (n-pv) (n-pv,)· 
v=l v'=l 
v#h v'#h' 
Let w belong to the range of the theorem, then 
Hqq',hh' (f(wz, t, a))= I Kn,hh' (r2nbn-ar2n+l en) w"z" 
n 
= IKn,hh'(r2nbn-ar2n+ 1 c,.)z"+ IKn.hh'(r2,.b,.-ar2n+lc,.) (w"-l)z" 
n " 
= Pqq',hh' (f(z, t, a)) + I, 
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where 
n~k n=oo 
!=!+! =!+!, 
n~o n~k+l 1 2 
and k=2N(2R)+[R]+l a=l as in [2]. 
Since the sequences {p} and {p'} are the same sequences used in [2], 
then no p or p'· exceeds k and also 
/Kn,hh'/ ~max (nq•; kq•). 
Since k<BRe+e and Jw-lJ<exp (-R2e) by hypothesis, we have: 
Jwn-lJ ~ 2k exp ( -R2E) for n ~ k and R ~ R0 (E). 
Then we have 
(5.4) ~ exp (ARe log R) exp ( -R2e) m(R, a) ) 
J.tJ ~ 2kq.+ 2 exp ( -R2E) :~ (/bnJ + JaJJc,.J) Rn 
, ~ t exp ( -!R2E) m(R, a) (for R ~ R0 (E)). 
Again, 
n=oo /!/ ~ ! nq•(/bn/+/a/Jcn/) (l+s1)nRn, where s1 = exp (-R2e). 
2 n~k+l 
Then by (4.1), we get: 
(5.5) 2 ~exp(-HRJ-l)(l+s1)N((l+s,lRlm(R,a) by (3.5). IlL I~ exp ( -ik+N(2R)) m((l +s1)R) 
~ (l/8) exp (- !R2e) m(R, a) provided 2E ~ r!· 
Since 
H(9£f(wz, t; a))= 9£H(f(wz, t; a)) 
by (3.9), then 
Hqq',hh' ( 9£(/(wz, t; a))) = 9£Pqq',hh' (/(wz, t; a)) + 9£! + 9£!. 
1 2 
Consequently in virtue of (5.2), we can find values for hand h' such that 
for w of the range, we have: 
JHqq',hh' (f!..f(f(wz, t; a))) J ~ 2' exp ( -!R2e) m(R, a) -J!I-1!1 
1 2 
;;;;. 2' exp (- !R2e) m(R, a)- i- exp (- fR2e) m(R, a) 
> exp (- fR2e) m(R, a) 
by (5.4) and (5.5). 
This result is obtained on the supposition that L = 2 and employing ( 5.2). 
But when L= l, we can get the same result by employing (5.3) and 
following the same above lines. 
Hence, always, with the conditions of the theorem, we have: 
JHqq',hh' (f!..f(f(wz, t; a))) J ~ exp (- !R2e) m(R, a). 
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Lemma I. If z and j are two complex numbers such that [z[ =Rand 
[ z- j [ < !R, then corresponding to each I of F- x and every complex 
number a, we can find a set of numbers y's satisfying 
I-s= Yo< Y1 < ··· < Yq,+l = I+ s, 
where 
such, that 
for Yi <;w<;yi+l· 
The set of y's depends in general on j, t and a, but not on z. The 
exceptional set x=x(E, j) is that of theorem I with j for z, and does not 
depend on z, its measure is at most exp ( -[j[•) < exp (- (R/2)•). 
Proof: Given E and j, let x = x( E, j) be the exceptional set of theorem 1 
with j for z. Then we have by theorem I, for some h, h' and L 
IHqq',hh' ([!lliLI(wj, t; a))[> exp ( -![j[2•) m([j[, a), 
for all I of F- x and for the w-interval, where 
I-exp ( -[j[2•) <;w< I +exp ( -[jl2•). 
Since !jl < 3Rf2, the inequality holds a fortoire in the smaller interval 
I-8<W< I +8, where 8<; I/7. 
Then by theorem I, we have: 
(5.6) [Hqq',hh'([!ll(j(wj, t; a)) I> exp ( -!(3R/2)2•) m([jj, a), 
and 
(5.7) [Haa'.hh'(J(f(wj, t; a))[> exp ( -!(3R/2)2•) m([j[, a) 
for the interval: 
I-8 < w < I+8. 
We suppose (5.6) holds for a particular I, the argument is the same when 
(5.7) holds. 
Since both function and operator are real, we can apply (4.2). So we 
can find a set of numbers y's such that 
1-8 =Yo< Y1 < ... < Yq,~l =I+ 8 
and depending in general on j, I such that: 
[{!ll(f(wj, t; a)) I ;;;;. m([j[, a) exp (- t [j[2•) (I- 8) -q, ((I- 8) /(I- 8) rv,+ ... +Pa+2>t'+ ... +p'•' 
min ((w-yi)q•; (yH1-w)q')/2l:qda,-l) q1! 
for Yi < w < Yi+l and each I of F- x, where q1 = q + q' and the sequences 
{p} and {p'} are the same sequences of theorem I. 
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Since q1 <4lile<4(3Rj2)e, and pq, p~,..;;BRHe, also 
s = exp (- (3R/2)2E)..;;; 1/7, 
then 
(5.8) ~ 2-i<z.(q,-I> (1 +s)-q•fq1 !;;;;:: 2-tq,' (7/8q1)q';;;:. B1 exp ( -qi/3) ? ;;;;:: B1 exp ( -16(3R/2)2E/3). 
I ((1- S)/(1 + S)):!"+ ... +P•+P''+ ... +P'q~ 
) 
= exp (- (p1 + ... +pq+p~ + ... +p~,) log ((1-s)/(1 +s))) 
;;;;:. exp (- (B2Re+E) 4(3R/2)E 2s/l- s) 
\ ;;;;:. B3 exp (-2(2R/2) 2e), (because 2s/(l-s) ~ 1/3) 
(5.9) 
for R-;..R0(E). 
Then in view of (5.8) and (5.9), we get: 
jgf(f(wj, t; a)) I;;;;:. A1 exp ( -8(3R/2)2e) m(ifl, a) min ((w-y1)q•; (Yi+ 1 -w)<l•} 
for all I of F-x. 
Similarly we can prove that: 
IJ(f(wj, t; a))!;;;;:. A2 exp (- 8(3R/2)2E) m(lil, a) min ((w-yi)<l•; (Yi+ 1 -w)<~'), 
for all I of F -x. 
Hence, we have: 
(To be continued) 
